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AIRSHIPS OVER LUCERNE

Our member Colin Griffiths thought you would like to see this attractive postcard (above) showing an 
early airship in flight above Lucerne. He describes it as: 'An unused, divided-back postcard, no indication 
of date'. No doubt 'H.Diamond' was very pleased to see that the photographer had caught his airship 
perfectly, so that it appeared exactly in the top right-hand corner of the picture ! Like many of such cards 
it is more likely that the airship was superimposed on an existing picture of the town to create the effect. 
It  begs  the  questions  –  how many  cards  showing  airships  are  the  'genuine  article'?  Were  airship 
operations in mountainous areas confined to the occasional demonstration or promotional flight? Were 
airships once a common sight over Lucerne?  And who was H. Diamond? 

A recent letter from Dennis Cairns sheds some light on this subject. Dennis has had one of the blue 
Zeppelin labels (found by Charles Kiddle and shown on page 94 of the last Newsletter) in his collection 
for many years. It is affixed to a postcard of the Grand Hotel Royal-St. Georges at Interlaken. He could 
not find any link between this hotel and Matzig's Grand Hotel, Europe in Lucerne. The latter was opened 
in 1875 as the Hotel de l'Europe and in 1908 it was sold to Richard Matzig for CHF 1,000,000. The 
Internet has a lot of interesting additional information. Figs. 2 and 3 on the next page show the address- 
and picture-sides of the card which was addressed to London and postmarked “LUZERN BRF.+EXP. 15 
VIII 10-1”. The airship depicted on the label was actually the Zeppelin “Stadt Lucerne” which appeared 
on the scene in July 1910, coinciding with the opening of the Luftschiffstation in Lucerne on the 24 th of 
that month. Dennis has found contemporary photographs in the newspapers of the day which show the 
airship station under construction and one of the airships based at Lucerne – see Figs. 4 and 5 on the 
next page. Clearly the company was intending to operate many flights in the Lucerne area.
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                Fig. 2     Fig. 3

Fig. 4 Fig. 5

Fig. 4  A newspaper article showing the early stages in the construction of the airship hanger in April 
1910. It was situated not too far from where the present day concert/exhibition hall is to be found.

Fig. 5  A reproduction of a newspaper photograph taken on the occasion of the official opening of the 
Airship Station in Lucerne on the 24th July 1910. It depicts the airship “Stadt Luzern” on an excursion 
flight over the Lake with the Rigi in the background. Note the open gondola underneath the airship in 
which the passengers and crew had to travel !

FROM THE PLATFORM                                                                                                   FRED HOADLEY

Always on the lookout for more information about Swiss railways, I recently purchased the Brandt Travel 
Guide “Switzerland: Rail • Road • Lake”. The author, Anthony Lambert, has been visiting the country 
since childhood, writing a number of travel books and giving talks about railways and travel in general. 

I find the book well structured, devoting chapters to each region of the country, including detail on all 
forms of transport in each area. Maps, both regional and city, are clearly defined, and the reference 
number for each bus, train and lake steamer timetable is included in the text. These timetables can be 
viewed by visiting the website: www.postauto.ch 

Using  the  book  in  combination  with  the  timetables  provides  me  with  valuable  information  about  a 
particular railway and the surrounding countryside. I recommend this publication to anyone writing up a 
collection, not just about railways, but on many other themes as well.

NEW MEMBER 
Via our Website,  Mr David Toft  is  our latest new member. David lives in South Wales and we look 
forward to his participation in the events and services that the Society has to offer.

http://www.postauto.ch/
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TRIAL PRINTS - SOME MYSTERIES UNRAVELLED  PART II                                       DERRICK SLATE

Further to the article in the February 2012 edition of the Newsletter pp 10 – 12, this article completes the 
information on the 'Alpine Post' series of photogravure trial prints. All the prints had captions printed at 
the bottom except those on the 'medium size' sheet. They are set out below (where known) together with 
illustrations  of  the  so-called  'Large  Size'  rolls  and  sheets  which  were  produced  in  1958.  The 
titles/captions are set out from the top left-hand corner of the sheet from left to right down the page. A 
comment has been added in brackets to distinguish between prints with the same title. (?) = uncertainty.

'Medium Size' sheet (subjects)

 1. Julier (?)            2. Urnerboden       3. Maloja (?)               4. St. Moritz                5. Grimsel
 6. Bivio                  7. Fluela                 8. Val d'Hérens (?)     9. Val d'Hérens (?)    10. Schuls - Sent
11. Silvaplana (?)   12. Silsersee          13. Simplon                14.  Silvaplana (?)     15. Campfèr-Maloja
16. Silvaplana (?)  17. Julier (?)           18. Julier (?)               19. Maloja (?)            20. Stalden-Saas
21. Sils                  22. Furka                23. Julier (?)               24. Klausen               25. Silvaplana (?)

'Small Size' sheet (captions)

1. Ofenpass (view)  2. Ofenpass (car)  3. Ofenpass (tree)  4. Münstertal (in white)  5. Münstertal (purple)
6. Unterengadin (bus aproaching)         7. Unterengadin (bus sideways)            8. Fluela (view of lake) 
9. Fluela (alpine bus) 10. Oberengadin (bus/church) 11. Oberengadin (rocks) 12. Oberengadin(meadow) 
13. Oberengadin (meadow and barn) 14. Oberengadin (bus and barns) 15. St. Moritz 16. Cavlioggiasee
17. Silsersee (lake with tree)  18. Silsersee (lake with plants)  19. Silsersee (bus and lake)   20. Maloja
21. Soglio 22. Bregaglia (road and church) 23. Bregaglia (barn and view) 24. Bregaglia (cows and view)
25. Bregaglia (rocks)            26. Bivio                       27. Oberhalbstein         28. Averstal
29. Lukmanier                      30. Furka                      31. Gotthard                 32. Grimsel (bus and glacier) 
33. Grimsel (bus and dam)     34. Grimsel (bus on bend)     35. Grimsel (side view of bus)      36. Binntal
37 Simplon (large bus) 38 Simplon(bus moving right) 39 Simplon (small bus in foreground) 40 Saas-Fee
41. Val d'Anniviers             42. Val d'Hérens (bus and church)           43. Val d'Hérens (people and pump)
44. Val d'Hérens (two buses and rocks)   45. Le Grand St. Bernard  46. Lago di Lugano (view with vine)
47. Lago di Lugano (view and blossom)    48. Vierwaldstättersee       49. Klausen       50. Heiden

'Large Size' in Rolls (captions) – illustration below
(a) Right-hand block
1. Monte San Salvatore   2. Chasse – neige en action   3. Chillon    4. Col du Susten (lake and boulders)
5. Saas Fee                     6. Susten (road through cliffs)                    7. Col de Grimsel (bus on lakeside)  
8. Le Gothard en hiver     9. Swissair (pilot in cockpit)    10. Val Roseg (river, trees)    11. Col de la Furka
12. Bon voyage, bonne table          13, Glacier de l'Aletsch          14, Sion          15. Invitation au voyage
16. Seebodenalp    17.Locarno      18. Haute Engadine (lake and tree)    19. Swissair (aeroplane in flight)
20. Sils Baselqia                   21 Altanca                   22. Près de Stalden                23. Berne – Gurnigel
24. L'express du Gothard     25. Col du Klausen      26. Agréable ambiance          27. Val d'Hérens
28. St. Gothard (view of lake)  29. Haute Engadine (bus by lake)  30. Swissair (mother and child reading) 
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(b)Left-hand block (captions) – illustration below
1. Swissair ('plane in clouds)  2. Col du Julier  3. Technique et romantique  4. St. Gothard (bus on bend)
5.Soglio           6. Col du Simplon      7. Brigue, Palais Stockalper      8. Col du Grimsel (view and glacier)
9. Splügen              10. Tessin             11. Col de la Maloja             12. Col du Susten (lake and mountain)
13. Tunnel du Gothard 1.5 km   14. Col du Susten (bus and lake)  15. Zermatt  16. Transit par le Gothard
17. Val Roseg (mountains, etc.)    18. Swissair (two aeroplanes)    19. Lac de Côme    20. Lac de Bienne
21. Chasse – Neige      22. Gàndria       23. Col du Stelvio     24. Pont a 4 voies Berne     25. Saas Grund
26. La Suisse, pays des ponts            27. Col de la Flüela          28. Swissair (passengers disembarking)
29. Grand St – Bernard     30. Col du Grimsel (bus and mountains).

'Large Size' sheet (captions) – illustration below
1. Pian S. Giacomo                  2. Nufenen                    3. Rosegtal               4. Maloja
5. Silvaplana                            6. Soglio                        7. Guarda                 8. Schneeräumung am Julier
9. Grimselstausee 10. Susten (road and tunnel entrance) 11. Grimsel  12. (road and snow on mountain) 
13. Susten (hairpin bends)      14. Susten (road and tunnel)   15. Brig          16. Simplon (old car on road)
17. Stalden (Wallis)                 18. Simplon (bus)          19. Simplon (road and mountain)     20. Rivaplana
21. Gandriastrasse (road and lake)      22. Locarno – Monti       23. Gandriastrasse (road through tunnel)
24. Franches – Montagnes      25. Klausenpass.

I wish you all good hunting and many happy hours with these fascinating 'Trial Prints'! (Cont-P.21bottom)
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THE SOCIETY'S ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING                                                      PETER VONWILLER

A final reminder that the Society's Annual National Meeting, incorporating the Annual General Meeting, 
takes place in Wells, Somerset on Monday 16th  and Tuesday 17th April. This increasingly popular event 
provides opportunities to increase one's knowledge, exchange ideas and contribute to the running of the 
Society whilst  socialising with fellow members. This year's location provides partners with numerous 
local attractions. Full details were circulated with the December Newsletter - if this has been mislaid and 
you  would  like  to  join  in,  then  either  'phone  or  e-mail  the  Honorary  Secretary  Peter  Vonwiller 
peter.vonwiller@btinternet.com who will be very happy to provide information and answer queries. The 
Agenda for the A.G.M. is included on Page 25 of this Newsletter.

REPORT OF THE NORTHERN GROUP'S MEETING IN JANUARY 2012                           DAVID HOPE

'Members' Choice' was the subject of the January Meeting of the Northern Group and once again a 
variety of material was on show. Ian Gilchrist began by showing his entry from the Sierre Day of the 
Stamp Exhibition last December. His gold medal winning entry dealt with the 'Red Cross Tracing Service 
1914 - 1919'. Ian explained that the purpose was to trace the whereabouts of military POWs and also 
displaced civilians. Special coded labels were produced in various colours and enquirers were requested 
to stick the label on the envelope when replying to the Red Cross. This enabled the enquiry to be dealt 
with by the appropriate  section. Ian showed a variety of covers from for example France, Germany, 
Poland, South Africa, Hungary, Great Britain and Turkey. These all showed the usage of the various 
labels. A fine entry well worthy of its award. David Colman displayed examples of various essays which 
he had purchased from Cedric Dry. These included Libertas, Girardet and Rütli Oath essays of c.1880; 
Rütli Oath of 1891, Keiler-Kehr 1895 and Tell and Son and Sempach monument of 1895. Also shown 
were Standing Helvetia Paris reprints, 1901 Competition essays and Benziger essays. David Whitworth 
prsented a wide variety of Debt Collection envelopes showing changes of format and postal charges. As 
David said, not a lot  of  research has been done on this aspect of Swiss postal history. Tony Hoyle 
showed the 2011 Pro Patria stamps including max. cards and the 50th anniversary of the Swiss National 
Anthem  issue.  He  also  showed  some  items  from  the  Swiss  Railway  Society.  Finally  David  Hope 
presented a variety of covers related to the Historical issue of 1941 showing, in particular, examples of 
single usage and some Bundesfeier items.

Please note: the meeting scheduled for Saturday 14  th   April has been moved to 31  st   March.   Therefore we 
will have two meetings in March.

FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS

Northern Group – Saturday 3rd March – 'Chairman's Presentation' – David Colman; Saturday, 31st March 
– 'AGM and Open Competition'. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire 
commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details from David Hope Tel. 0161 303 0091.

Southern Group - Next meeting – 'Picture Postcards' – All Members on Saturday 2ndJune commencing at 
10.30.a.m. in Salisbury. Further details from Fred Hoadley Tel. 01403 711987.

TRIAL PRINTS - SOME MYSTERIES UNRAVELLED  PART II (Continued)                   DERRICK SLATE

References :

'Swiss Trial Prints' - Derrick M. Slate (last revised 2009).
'Photogravure Scenic Trial Prints' – Richard T. Hall ('Tell' May 2009 pp. 7, 8, 14-16).
For a definitive explanation of 'Trial Prints' see the article by Richard T. Hall in 'Tell' July 2008 P. 9.
'Die Versuchsdrucke der Wertzeichendruckerei der Schweizer Post ' - Rene Bracher (BBZ October 2001 
to February 2002). 
'Philately of Switzerland: An Introductory Handbook' – AHPS, Editor Richard T.Hall (Chapter 24 P. 225).
'A Famous Face' – David Colman (HPSN August 2008 P. 57).
'The Swiss PTT Printing Works' - Michael Rutherfoord ('Stamp Collecting' 15th June 1978).
'Swiss Post Stamp Printers' – Swiss Post's 'Focus' 3/2002 pp. 19 – 21 (including pictures of some of the 
printing machines).

mailto:peter.vonwiller@btinternet.com
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POSTAL PASSIONS                                                                                                         ADRIAN KEPPEL

This article was first published in 'Stamp and Coin Mart' magazine in March 2010. For details visit: 
www.stampandcoin.co.uk 

Complicated markings that suggest the circuitous routes of a letter can often be confusing and hard work
to decipher, but with a little bit of enthusiasm they can become a worthwhile distraction

Have you ever heard of combi-mail ? I must admit I hadn't until I was introduced to FJ van Beveren's 
book on the subject. Called 'Introducing Combi-Mail – Aeropostal History', the book's first page explains 
that combi-mail means airmail, with added postal markings showing special postal service treatment. 
You learn something new every day !

I was intrigued. So I took out my box of unsorted covers and started rummaging for airmail covers that 
might come into his new-found category. Since my speciality is really stamps, as opposed to postal 
history and covers, I found only a couple of items that might fit the bill. 

Apparently combi-mail can be divided into various classes such as – 'Airmail service for the entire route 
not possible', 'Postal indications marking the end of the flown route' and 'Surface air-lifted mail', meaning 
that even though air transport over the entire route would have been possible, a cheaper alternative 
(surface  mail)  was  considered satisfactory.  Another  class  is  propaganda for  airmail,  which includes 
slogan postmarks.

I figured it would be this class which I, as a complete novice, would feel most comfortable in, and indeed, 
after a little search. I did find a nice Swiss cover from 1947. It used to be part of my now somewhat 
dormant collection of the Swiss Landscapes definitive set of 1934 – 48. Lovely stamps, but with my 
postal history hat firmly on I looked past the stamp and analysed the postal markings ; something I will  
never get used to. The cover in question bears a nice crisp, clear slogan postmark stating that airmail to 
foreign countries is both reliable and quick. So there it was : my very first combi-mail cover !

Spurred on by this success, I rummaged ever further, eventually digging out another Swiss cover from 
that same collection – see illustration. I seem to remember that I bought this because of its field-post  
postmark, so even back then it was apparently not just stamps that occupied my mind ! The cover in 
itself is a very interesting piece of postal history. It was sent from Switzerland to England in 1942 and 
bears  not  only  a  Swiss  field  post  postmark,  but  also  a  Swiss  travelling  post  office  postmark.  That 
postmark may even put this cover in the class 'Mail  showing dual transportation by air  and surface 
means, with combination of both air and surface cancellations or other markings'.

What really caught my eye, however, was the cachet in the bottom right corner, stating that the mail was 
returned because the postal service had been suspended. I suppose this would fall  under the class 
'Interrupted or  suspended service due to unforeseen circumstances',  although I'm not  sure whether 
World War II would qualify as an unforeseen circumstance. (Continued at bottom of Page 23)

http://www.stampandcoin.co.uk/
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IN PRAISE OF GENEVA – SWISS MOTORWAY CHARGES                                         MARTIN BULPITT

Further to your 'In Praise of Geneva' item in the January HPS Newsletter can I  make the following 
observations? (n.b. Martin is Editor of the journal 'Swiss Express'.)

I understand from Swiss contacts that the need to buy a CHF43 Vignette technically only applies if the 
vehicle is to be used on the Motorway network and that just bringing a vehicle into the country should  
not necessarily result in a charge being made. As most UK vehicle-using visitors enter Switzerland at 
major road crossing points with M-way links, and then use these roads to tour the country, it is obviously 
usual practice to purchase one. With Switzerland now part of the 'Schengen Area' most border crossing 
points are not now normally manned so it is easy to enter the country by car on secondary roads where  
the pressure to buy and display a Vignette is not present. The only downside with this is the potential 
need for an excellent command of German or French (or Italian in the Ticino) to try and explain why you  
are not displaying the Vignette to a Police or Border Patrol Officer should you be pulled-over. However, if 
you just wish to visit a border city like Geneve for the day, why not simply park-up in the neighbouring 
country and walk over the generally unmanned border. In Geneva several TPG bus routes terminate 
right on the border, a few services even cross it, whilst at Moillesulaz the major tram route to the centre  
runs almost up to the French frontier just outside Annemasse from which town there is also a SNCF rail 
service into the French terminal station in the South-East of the Swiss city. 

For people wishing to visit Basel, a city I know well and equally worth a visit, Tram Route 6 runs up to 
the German border at Riehen, Tram Routes 3 and 11 run up to the French frontier at St Louis and 
Burgfelden whilst  Tram Route 10 even runs over the border as it  serves the French community of  
Leymen en-route to its Swiss terminus at Rodersdorf. At Flüh on Route 10 the end of the tram stop 
platforms almost run up to the French frontier and people wander to-and-fro all day whilst French-owned 
vehicles  (usually  without  Swiss  Vignettes!)  are  always moving through the village.  Good value day 
tickets for the entire BVB/BLT tram and bus network can be purchased from machines at all the stops, 
but you will need a supply of Swiss Francs (even in Leymen) to do this. In Basel the SBB also operates 
some local train services in the French and German suburbs of this truly international city,  although 
'Swiss Passes' (or similar) may not necessarily always be valid.

In the last 'Swiss Express' we ran one of our SwissTips about staying in Konstanz (Germany) as a lower 
cost alternative to Switzerland. The town is contiguous with Swiss Kreuzlingen and its station is served 
by the SBB, whilst Swiss Passes and other Swiss travel offers are valid. Your Society's Librarian will  
have this magazine. In the south east of  the country friends of  mine have stayed on the southern, 
French, side of Lac Léman and commuted by ship to the north shore. 

                           
SCHWEPPES – A SWISS TONIC ?

Did you know that the origins of the British institution – Schweppes 'tonic water' was in Geneva ? Around 
1780 the German-born Jacob Schweppe started making 'artificial waters' in Geneva using a process 
from his invention called the 'Geneva system'. His first factory for the production of carbonated drinks 
was later founded in England.

MORE Qs AND As PLEASE ! 

Over Christmas I had time to look back through some previous newsletters. In the early part of this 
Century (and before) the Newsletter benefited from a large number of correspondents who submitted 
short articles on interesting cards and covers from their collection. They raised queries which very often 
were almost immediately responded to by a number of members keen to provide clues or definitive 
answers.  Such  content  is  more  difficult  to  come  by  these  days,  except  from  one  or  two  notable 
contributors. The Newsletter is the sum of its readers' enthusiasm. Please help to revive this tradition 
and submit your items for analysis – we all need to learn !

POSTAL PASSIONS (Continued)                                                                                     ADRIAN KEPPEL

But then, the suspension of this particular postal service might well be, and seeing that there does not 
seem to be a separate class for war-related matters apart from the class 'Mail between warring nations 
directed through neutral channels', which does not apply here, for Switzerland was neutral, I think I'll opt 
for that 'unforeseen' category. After all, it's  far too easy to just shove it under 'miscellaneous markings' !
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GOOD TO KNOW !  BY  WERNER GATTIKER

Impressed Control-Marks 

The Impressed Control-Marks on Swiss stamps issued between 1862 
and 1905 can often pose us  difficulties  when  trying to distinguish 
between the original broad oval with thicker cross used up to about 
1894 (Type I), and the newer, slightly slimmer oval with thinner cross 
used  from  1894  to  1905  (Type  II).  It  may  interest  you  that  the 
distinction was only discovered and researched in the 1930s, some 
35 years after the event! Control-marks are similar to watermarks, but 
while  watermarks  are  produced  during  the  paper  manufacturing 
process, control-marks are impressed into the finished paper at high pressure. All the stamp catalogues 
explain  the  differences  between  Types  I  and  II,  and  Zumstein’s  annual  Switzerland/Liechtenstein 
catalogue even prints  a simple  width-gauge,  currently on pages 16 and 18.  A variety of  watermark 
detectors will help to see control-marks more clearly. Like watermarks, some control-marks are strong 
and clearly visible, others are quite weak and hard to see, with the result that it is often not possible to 
distinguish between the two types of control-marks on a stamp. 

This is where postmark dates and dates of earliest use as printed in Zumstein’s Specialized Catalogue 
come to our rescue. Once we know when Type II (slim) control-marks were first used, anything used 
prior to that date must necessarily have a Type I (broad) control-mark. Generally speaking, stamps used 
in the few months after the earliest-use date are also more likely to have type I control-marks, until  
stamps with Type II control-marks got more widely distributed. Three groups of stamps exist with both 
types of control-marks :

1. The Cross and Numeral low value designs on granite paper. Strangely, apart from the year “1894” no 
first  day or  earliest-use dates appear to have been published for  these,  the most  common stamps, 
neither in the specialized catalogue, nor in the monograph by M. Schio. Any stamp used before 1894 
must have a Type I control-mark.

2. Standing Helvetias perf. 11½ x 11 (Zumstein groups C and D). Zumstein quotes the following first day 
or  earliest-use dates for  stamps with Type II  control-marks (group D):  20 c 8.2.1895 – 25 c green 
16.9.1894 – 30 c 28.3.1895 – 40 c 4.9.1894 – 50 c blue 23.11.1895 – 1 fr lilac 14.12.1895. Stamps used 
before these dates must be group C with type I control-mark. First use date for the 3 fr value with Type II 
control-mark is 21.12.1900. The 3 fr. 11½ x 11 with Type I control-mark is a great rarity; most 3 fr values 
used up to 1901 are perf. 11 ¾ stamps with Type I control-mark (Zumstein 72A).

3. Postage Dues, olive-green to green and carmine (Zumstein groups Db and E). The published dates 
refer  to  the  delivery  from  the  printers  to  the  Post  Office,  and  earliest-use  dates  must  always  be 
somewhat later than these dates, but certainly any stamp used before these dates must have a Type I 
control-mark. 1 c (15F) 16.2.1897 – 5 c 20.11.1894 – 10 c 15.8.1895 – 20 c 20.2.1895 – 50 c 17.5.1895 
– 100 c 20.2.1895 – 500 c (22F) 9.3.1897.
(References: Zumstein Spezialkatalog Schweiz, 25  th   edition 2000, vols 1 and 2; M. Schio: Schweiz – Die Buchdruckausgabe 1882 im Ziffermuster, ed. Zumstein   
1968)

TRAVELLING DISPLAYS

Fred Hoadley reports that he is going to be rather busy undertaking ‘speaker visits’ this year. In addition 
to invites to three Sussex philatelic societies (Mid-Sussex, East Grinstead and East Worthing), he has 
also received invitations to display at two outside his county, namely Tunbridge Wells (15 th March) and 
North Hertfordshire (10th May). As he says, that should keep him out of mischief ! If other members are 
presenting  Swiss  displays  this  year,  I  would  be happy to include the information in  the Newsletter, 
hopefully to swell the size of your audience. (Editor)
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY

Notice is hereby given that the sixty-fifth

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

will be held on

Tuesday, 17th April 2012 at 10.00 a.m. prompt at

THE SWAN HOTEL  SADLER STREET  WELLS  SOMERSET  BA5 2RX

AGENDA

1.        Apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 9th April 2011 and published in the June 2011  

edition of the Helvetia Philatelic Society Newsletter 
3. Matters arising from the Minutes
4. Chairman’s Address
5. Hon. Secretary’s Report
6. Hon. Treasurer’s Report and Statement of Accounts for year ending 31st December 2011
7. Hon. Treasurer – 2012 Budget and 2013 subscriptions
8. Appointment of Auditor
9. Hon. Packet Secretary’s Report
10. Librarian’s Report
11. Newsletter – Editor’s Report
12. Website – Webmaster’s Report
13. Election of Officers and Members of the Society’s Committee for 2012 - 2013
14. Motions and Resolutions
15. Any Other Business

NOMINATIONS Nominations for the election of Officers and Members of the Committee i.e. Chairman, 
Vice-chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer and (not exceeding) twelve members of the Committee, 
should be sent to the Hon. Secretary in writing to reach him not later than Friday, 13th April 2012. Such 
nominations must carry the assent of the nominee.

RESOLUTIONS Any member desiring to move a Motion or Resolution at the Annual General Meeting 
must give notice  in writing, enclosing the text, to the Hon. Secretary not less than 14 days before the 
Annual General Meeting.

Peter Vonwiller Hon. Secretary.
David Hope Chairman.
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RIGI-BAHN NOVELTY PULL-OUT POSTCARD                                                STUART MacKENZIE

For the railway enthusiasts – a novelty pull-out postcard which forms into a fan shape all joined 
with a red silk ribbon through each card and folds when the tab is pushed back (metal tipped).  
Note Art Nouveau work (c1912).

Copyright © The Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain and the authors stated. The views expressed by the contributors to
 this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Society. Goods and services advertised are provided for the benefit of members

 and the Society cannot accept any responsibility for subsequent transactions between buyers and sellers.
 For more information on the Society's services go to its Website – www.swiss-philately.co.uk
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